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Welcome to the latest Grange Newsletter. If your interests are in history, local matters, nature, planning
or gardening, there should be something to appeal to you. The Grange Association was sad to hear of the
death of a former Chair, Robbie Bartholomew, a few months ago and we have a short tribute inside.
The Association is pleased to welcome a new committee member, Martin Sinclair. Read about him on
page 4.
Look out for details of the Grange Award 2018 on page 9. The more nominations we get, the better.
Remember we are always on the lookout for ideas for articles and talks.
Jenny Dawe
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Your contributions and feedback are welcome.
Please send to Jenny Dawe
email: liaison@grangeassociation.com
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HISTORY & HERITAGE/CEMETERY
a verdict of “temporary insanity brought on by
Medals back where returned
excessive drinking of ardent spirits” (The Scotsman,
31st March 1870).
There are several National Rifle Association medals. The
they belong
Association was founded in 1859, 12 years before its
In 2012, Richard Brown gave us a talk about his great
great grandfather, Edinburgh rifle maker Alexander
Henry. He will be updating us in a talk in the New Year,
including his collaboration with gunmaking history
author Donald Dallas. In the meantime, he tells of
success in reuniting Henry’s medals with the family.

better known American cousin, and was initially based
on Wimbledon Common. Alexander Henry was 1st equal
on points in the Volunteers competition at Wimbledon in
July 1860.
By the time of the National Rifle Association match at
Wimbledon in July 1866, the press reports were littered
with mentions of the new Henry rifles, with Henry’s
patented rifling. The Henry was “fired for rapidity by
onald Dallas contacted me in 2014 in response to
Brown, Mr Henry’s foreman, who got 31 shots in three
posts I’d placed on various gun collector internet
minutes and scored 77 marks at 200 yards,” wrote The
forums, and we started collaborating on his book. “A
Scotsman, adding “It is worthy of remark that four of the
book about Henry must be written,” he said. One day,
later that year, he asked me to drop in to Dicksons gun prizes offered for breech-loaders have been won by
shop, then in Frederick Street, as he had something for Farquharson with the same rifle, a Henry, viz., the third
Saturday Review prize; a tie for the accurate shooting at
me to see.
Through his auctioneer contacts, he had been told that 200 yards; the first prize at 500 yards; and the prize for
highest aggregate scores at 200 and 500 yards.” Henry
Alexander Henry’s personal shooting medals were
himself won a medal with a score of 26 at 200 yards.
coming up at auction that December, and they were in
the shop that day for viewing. It was quite something to There are also Caledonian Challenge Shield, City of
Edinburgh & Midlothian Rifle Association, and Belgian
hold these, knowing they were gained by my great
“Tir” medals. The most
great grandfather, and my brother and I resolved at
important of all for us is
least to try to win them in the auction.
the watch fob (left)
As it turned out, I was abroad on the day of the auction,
presented by his staff
but luckily my brother was going to be in London and
at his premises at 8-12
could make it. There was only one other bidder, and we
South St Andrew Street
were successful.
for his 74th birthday in
Some of the medals from the Dunedin Rifle Club date
1892. The two crossed
back to the 1850s when Henry was just starting out in
rifles are a Henry
business on his own. There’s some evidence the Club
match rifle and a
met at Craigleith. Brisco Price, captain of the Rifle
military Martini-Henry
Club, donated one medal for an annual competition but
rifle. It is inscribed:
it was only competed for
“Presented to Alexr
three times, after which
Henry Esq JP on the anniversary of his birthday by his
Alexander Henry kept it, as employees as a mark of their esteem 4th June 1892.”
the last winner (photo, left).
Price was a surgeon with a We are delighted to have these items back in the family.
chequered life. He applied
Alexander Henry, Rifle Maker, by Donald Dallas, is
for cessio bonorum (giving
available this autumn. Extraordinary Shooting and
up goods to avoid bankruptcy) in Edinburgh in May
Troublesome Business, Richard’s more personal
1845, and committed suicide in London in March 1870,
biography of Henry, will be available in June 2018.
by expertly cutting his own throat with a scalpel. A jury

D

On a visit to the Cemetery recently, Alan McKinney showed us
the ongoing work re-erecting fallen stones. By the
Our Some Notable Burials booklet, placed in containers
end of June, an impressive 78 gravestones had been
attached to the notice boards in the Cemetery, has proved very rebuilt. Some of the young people involved in doing
popular over the summer. The committee will have to decide
this useful work have said that they felt appreciated
whether to get more copies printed.
for the first time in their lives.
More people have joined the group of “Cemetery Friends” and We were pleased to be able to help a recent Swansea
are working on more notables. We would welcome others
correspondent find a gravestone. This enabled our
getting involved or letting us know of any interesting graves or correspondent’s son to place a Remembrance Poppy
gravestones.
Cross at John Duncan Brodie’s graveside.

Grange Cemetery news
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SPOTLIGHT/TRIBUTE/AMNESTY BOOKSHOP
SPOTLIGHT on Martin Sinclair

Amnesty Bookshop almost a year old

Like books? Then you must visit
the welcoming Amnesty Bookshop,
12 Roseneath Street (open Mon-Sat
10:00 to 17:00, Sun 12:00 to 17:00).
I was born in Greenock but my
There are about 10,000 books in
father, who was a doctor, moved
the family to Edinburgh in 1947 on stock, plus CDs, DVDs and vinyl.
Books are arranged by category:
the promise of a new Royal
Art, Travel, Sciences, Politics,
Infirmary! Curiously I was
History, Children’s, Teen, Scottish writers, Old & Interesting,
indirectly involved in the new build etc. New donations come in all the time. Prices ensure that
at Little France many years later. I you are not likely to find the item cheaper online.
Staffed mainly by volunteers, the Edinburgh shop is the
was brought up in Merchiston
most recent of Amnesty’s eight second-hand bookshops in
then Greenhill so am very much a Southsider!
Britain and first in Scotland. Ailsa Dixon, manager and only
After completing a language degree and then a CA
paid employee, tells me: “We opened in October 2016. The
apprenticeship, I emigrated to Canada with my wife 3
area was chosen because it is a place full of ‘book people’.”
She adds: “I want to thank the local community for their
weeks after our wedding. We enjoyed our 3 years in
great support and enthusiastic welcome. We began with
Vancouver and our first daughter was born there. I
returned to become a partner in Chiene&Tait CA where I starter stock from other shops but our shelves were filled
very quickly with generous book donations from local
remained until I retired. I then served 7 years on the
people. I think there’s a really nice community feel to the
University of Edinburgh Audit Committee and 7 years on shop and we will continue to build on that with events and
various Church of Scotland central committees. I
book launches for all ages and
interests. Visiting celebrities have
currently serve as a Trustee of the National Museums
included Alasdair Gray, Ron Butlin
Scotland Charitable Trust and a couple of grant giving
and John Hegley.”
Trusts. We have lived in St Thomas Road for 43 years
The shop is new and out-of-theand whilst some things have changed – notably the
way for some people, leading Ailsa
density of parking – much of the charm of the area has
to conclude: “Sometimes I feel the
been preserved.
shop is a well-kept secret”.
I was recently co-opted onto the Grange Association
Spread the word! Pop down and have a browse. Chances
are you will find something worth taking home.
Committee and look forward to making a contribution.
Jenny Dawe

The thirteenth in a series telling you about
your Grange Association contacts

Remembering Robbie Bartholomew, 1927-2017
Robert Gordon Bartholomew, known as Robbie, died
on 30 April this year, a few months after celebrating his
90th birthday. He lived a full and active life almost to the
end.
To the world, Robbie is best known as a member of the
Bartholomew map-making family. With his two older
brothers, he was the fifth and last generation of
Bartholomews to run the family firm.
To the Grange Association, Robbie is remembered as
a Chair from 1985-88, whose involvement began from
the second meeting of the East Grange Association.
He gave invaluable help in producing The Grange. A
Case for Conservation and Grange, A History in Maps.
To his family, Robbie is recalled as a kind, caring man
with whom they spent many happy holidays, including
at their cottage in the Borders. He was generous in
every way, though that didn’t extend to curbing his
competitive streak in quizzes and games!.
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His rigorous mind and
excellent organisational
skills have given his family
hand-drawn family trees,
meticulously researched
over many years.
At a recent meeting, the
Grange Association
Committee decided to
commemorate Robbie’s
life. We are pleased that
his family like our idea of
a bench in Grange
Cemetery. This will be
installed later this year.
Jenny Dawe

Robbie in January 2016,
photographed by Steve Cox

To read more about Robbie, see The Grange
Newsletter, January 2016, Issue 114, ‘Mapping a Life’.
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GRANGE FAIR

Fun in the sun at the Fair
A

s reported briefly in our last edition, printed just after
the Grange Fair 2017 on Saturday 06 May, the event
in Fountainhall Road was a great success. The weather
was kind to us - dry, sunny, with only minor disruption on
some stalls because of the breeze and a slight chill for
those stalls in the shade.
A remarkable 1,758 people were counted in. Of the
feedback cards returned, 93% rated the Fair “excellent”
or “good” with only 7% saying it was “OK” or
“disappointing”.
The excellent and varied multi-cultural entertainment was
provided by a Lion Dance Troupe from
Yee’s Hung Ga Kung Fu Edinburgh,
She’Koyokh ensemble, Sciennes
Primary Highland dancers, Sciennes
Primary Acapella, Jawbone, Freylakh un
Tsores, John Boyd and Scots Music
Group. Thanks to all of them.
There were activities galore for the young and young-atheart. These included a bouncy castle, fishing for ducks
and splat the rat. Particularly popular were clambering
over a police car and chatting with the constables, face
painting, the mini zoo and the students’ Fun with Physics
stand. The Treasure Hunt didn’t work quite so well,

especially when some helpful
person posted into the post
box the clue on display on it!
Most of the stalls reported
good sales and interest. Of
particular note was the plant
stall. Virtually all of the stock,
supplied by Garden Group
members with some bedding
plants bought in at a discount,
was sold. This made a good
profit and happy gardeners.
The surplus from this year’s Fair will be going to
Newington Library and Edinburgh Dog & Cat Home.
So many people contributed to the success that it would
be impossible to mention them all - from stall volunteers
and stewards, to those serving tea and scones, to those
who provided goods for sale. But special thanks go to
the small committee led by Corrine Kirk who came
forward in response to our plea in our January
newsletter for someone to take the lead in organising
the event. They did a great job.
Now we need volunteers, including a lead
organiser, to take forward the next Grange Fair. Let
any Committee member (details on inside cover)
know if you are able to help.

The Avenue Store
36 Blackford Avenue
EH9 2PP
0131 668 3274

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS
from 6.30am until 8pm
We Offer a FULL Grocery Range which
includes Instore Bakery, Chilled & Frozen
Foods, Newspapers & Magazines
PLUS...
A Great Range of Wines, Beers & Spirits
at Great Prices!
WE CAN ALSO OFFER YOU FREE HOME DELIVERY

www.avenuestore.co.uk
for details and offers
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PROFILE - Jan Rae

Grange resident JAN RAE is a highly
regarded authority on quilts.

JENNY DAWE met Jan last month to learn
about her life.

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS by STEVE COX

Meet the Quilt Expert
A

long time ago, in another life and place, I sewed
patchwork quilt curtains and bedspreads out of
remnants of maternity dresses, baby smocks, toddler shirts
and whatever material I could find. Now all that remains is
enough to cover a small table and two cushions. Another
couple of washes and they too will disintegrate.
That was all I knew of quilts when one of our readers
suggested that Jan Rae, “an expert in British quilts”, would
be an interesting subject for a Profile piece. And so she
proved … with a lot more to her than quilts.
Much of Jan’s life story is told in the objects in the
conservatory beyond the kitchen in her home in the Grange
- beautifully crafted cushions, a pile of exquisite colourful
quilts on the dining table, The Little Book of Trumpisms on
top of Embroidery magazine on the coffee table, a fine
collection of paintings on the walls and a selection of books
with “Janet Rae” on the front cover. They speak of her
interest in quilts and sewing, her American origins, her time
running an art gallery and her writing.
Jan Rae was born Janet Kay Winkelhaus (“pronounced
with a W not a V”, I was quickly corrected) in Michigan,
USA, in 1935 to Wilbur of German origin and Lucille with
Swedish roots. Wilbur worked in power tool sales and his
parents, John and Bertha, were from Pomerania on the
southern Baltic Sea shore and the Black Forest in
southwest Germany. Jan is immensely proud of
grandfather John’s achievements. She tells me: “My
grandfather, aged 14, was sent from Germany with his 16
year old brother to live with a sister in America. He did
extremely well. His five children all went to the University
of Michigan. He was a very hard worker who ended up
with many businesses in Hamburg, Michigan. John
6

Winkelhaus had a livery stable, a barber shop, a grist mill
and a hotel and he was a publican, though he was TT.”
Hamburg Hotel, originally built in 1835, was in Winkelhaus
hands from 1903. Jan relates: “Hamburg Hotel is no more
after a fire many years ago but the site has been opened as
a family park. It is named Winkelhaus Park.” That’s quite
an honour for the family.
“Some of my childhood was in wartime
and things were not easy but I had a
happy time. I remember our Victory
Garden that helped feed us,” Jan
comments. School was followed by the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor where
she studied English and Journalism. Her
ability to electioneer won Jan a place on
the Student Government Council,
becoming Chair of the Public Relations
Committee.
How did Jan end up in Edinburgh? “After graduation I
worked in journalism and met a British journalist, also
working in Massachusetts, who suggested it would be a
good idea to spread my wings.” Taking this advice, in the
early 1960s, the young American journalist came to Britain,
intending to stay for ten months. After some time working
in provincial newspapers in England, Jan arrived in
Edinburgh as a visiting reporter for three months on the old
Edinburgh Evening News. She recalls: “It was there that I
met fellow journalist Bill Rae, a Morningside boy.” By 1963,
having married in Ann Arbor in 1963, Bill and Jan were
living in St Albans Road, moving to her present house in
the Grange about 12 years later.
Bill and Jan had two children – Andrew and Emma. Emma
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PROFILE - Jan Rae
is mother to Sam aged 8 and Katie aged 6. Jan is amused
by grand-daughter Katie’s perception. “Emma’s husband is
a US naval officer and they move around a lot but Katie’s
main memories are of living in Japan, so she tells everyone
she is Japanese.”
Bill died in 2014 and Jan speaks highly of his work. Jan
mentions that he was involved from the start in making the
case for the Grange Conservation area. Sure enough,
there he is in the preface to The Grange. A Case for
Conservation – “The Conservation Group held its first
meeting in September, 1980, chaired by Mr. William Rae …
The members of the Group brought to their task interest
and enthusiasm as well as professional
and amateur expertise in various field of
study.” That same interest and expertise
led to Bill founding the Historical and
Archaeological Society in Yetholm, where
they had their second home. He also
wrote a guide to Yetholm, had two political
comedies performed and did a lot of
research on World War II. Jan was not
idle in Yetholm: “I thoroughly enjoyed
eight years running an art gallery from a
stone horse barn at the back of our
house.. It opened in the summer and at
Christmas time. We held exhibitions and
workshops. A big benefit was having first
choice of the work that came in!” Some of
the paintings are still on her walls.
Jan’s professional work included a spell
with Oliver & Boyd as an editor, freelance
work for The Scotsman and other
publications and then, about 1984, she
co-founded award-winning Carter Rae
Communications, a corporate publishing
firm. Jan’s accounts included Clydesdale Bank, British
Waterways, Scottish Borders Enterprise and the Forestry
Commission. A favourite client was Glasgow School of Art,
despite the furniture – “I can remember sitting in really
uncomfortable Rennie Mackintosh chairs discussing the
in-house newspaper we did for them.” It was during this
time that Jan wrote Traditional Crafts of Scotland and
Scottish Food Book with business partner, Jenny Carter.
In 2000 Jan claims she “retired from work”. But she is far
from retired. Working on her ninth book, Jan is very busy in
the world of quilts – as writer, historian, practitioner and
participant in quilt exhibitions.
Where did Jan’s interest in quilts originate? “As a child I
learned dressmaking for a very practical reason. I was tall,
so difficult to clothe! My interest in quilts stemmed from a
picture of a quilt in a magazine”. Jan began quilting, which
proved “addictive”, and she became seriously interested in
researching British antique quilts about six years before her
first book on quilts, The Quilts of the British Isles (1987).
This book is full of interesting historical anecdotes and
information about utilitarian and ornamental quilting.
Jan was asked to be Heritage Officer for The Quilters’ Guild
of the British Isles, based in Halifax, and was delighted to
embark on a major documentation project. “The Quilt

Heritage Project involved recording old quilts, created
before 1960, in private ownership. People brought quilts in
for assessment in various advertised venues. We recorded
over 4,000 quilts in three years. Not every family heirloom
turned out to be as old as claimed with our experts’
knowledge on materials sometimes leading to
disappointment.” Jan edited and contributed to the
resulting book, Quilt Treasures: The British Quilt Heritage
Project (1995).
Another of Jan’s achievements was her three years as a
Trustee of the Quilters’ Guild. She helped set up a
museum in St Anthony’s Hall, York. St Anthony’s is one of
four medieval guild halls in York, with
the founding charter granted in 1446.
Sadly, St Anthony’s no longer operates
as a permanent museum but the
Guild’s collection of 800 objects is now
loaned out for exhibitions. “Essential
conservation measures, the time
involved in preparing items for display
and the space needed to display them
mean special exhibitions are a good
way of showing the public the wealth of
items around,” Jan explains.
It is not just quilts made at home that
interest Jan. She has researched “The
Comfy”, a product of the British Quilting
Company based in Rawtenstall,
Lancashire, in the early 20th century.
And her latest published work, Warm
Covers. A Scottish Textile Story (2016),
engages with the impact of Scotland’s
once flourishing textile industry.
Jan has found a warm world in quilting
circles. Some rather surprising people
turn out to be quilters – such as Tracy Chevalier, author of
Girl with a Pearl Earring, Jan tells me. Tracy is now an
avid quilter, having learned the craft while doing research
for a novel.
Would Jan think of returning to the States? “I’m still in touch
with friends from High School, but I would find it hard to go
back. I have a friend in an exclusive seniors’ village. She
paid a fortune for a house she doesn’t own and has to go
seven miles to buy a pint of milk. People all of one age
group, thriving on nothing but gossip, is not appealing. I do
miss people from the States but they can visit me here.”
Will she continue to live in the Grange? “I want to stay
here. It’s ideal. In 2000, we downsized by conversion within
this property instead of moving to a smaller place
elsewhere.”
Jan’s final thought as I leave is: “I’m as busy as ever now.
I have been fortunate to lead a very full and interesting life.”
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NATURE NOTES / ENVIRONMENT
A species in decline
I imagine most residents within our own urban area will
have had a close contact during the summer months
with an endearing fuzzy bumblebee, either trapped
indoors on a windowpane, or outdoors in the garden,
bumbling slowly across the lawn, unable to get airborne
again. There are some brave folk among us who pick
them up with their bare hands and put them in a place of
safety before they are crushed under an unwary foot. A
postcard and a glass tumbler works just as well for the
faint-hearted.
Bumblebees can sting but rarely do unless provoked. A
stranded bumblebee can be helped by providing an
artificial nectar made from an
equal measure of sugar and
warm water. There are 25
bumblebee species in the UK
and many of them are in
decline, partly due to intensive
agriculture and climate change.
Urban gardens have been
acting as a haven for
bumblebees for many years.
Photo: Mike Pennington, Some species are now more
CC BY-SA2.0 licence
common in suburban gardens
than they are in the wider countryside. The familiar
White-tailed Bumblebee (photo above) has two lemonyellow bands and a pure-white tail and the male has a
yellow face. Another common
bumblebee is the Garden
Bumblebee (photo of Queen, right)
which has a longer black "horselike" face viewed from the front.
There are even Cuckoo
Bumblebees that have no workers Photo: Magne Flåten,
because the females invade the
CC BY-SA3.0 licence
nests of social bumblebees killing the queen and using
her workers to raise their own young. Honey Bees have
less insulation than their hairier bumble cousins and will
stay in their hives when the weather is cold.
Nectar-rich flowers in the spring that help the bees to
build energy are: Bluebell, Bugle, California lilac,

Environmental Snippets from Sue Tritton
More residents have adopted the areas under street
trees, improved the soil and planted flowers for us all to
enjoy. All six trees in Grange Loan near the junction
with Blackford Avenue are the latest to be renovated.
Unfortunately, we also notice the lack of street cleaning
in much of the area – in some streets, leaves which fell
in Autumn 2016 have not been cleared and the gutters
are now filled with grass and weeds, some undoubtedly
quite pretty. Complaints to the Council about the lack
of cleaning have resulted in promises for work to be
8

Comfrey, Crocus, Dicentra, Flowering currant, Lungwort,
Mahonia, Pieris, Pussy willow and Viburnum.
Early summer flowers that provide nectar are: Allium,
Aquilegia, Borage, Campanula, Catmint, Cotoneaster,
Geranium, Globe thistle, Poppy,
Snapdragon, Sweet pea and
Thyme.
Late summer flowers: Buddleia,
Cornflower, Cosmos, Echinacea,
Foxglove, Honeysuckle (photo,
right), Lavender, Lupin,
Photo: Ardfern,
Marjoram, Nasturtium, Sedum
CC BY-SA3.0 licence
and Verbena.
Less welcome in our gardens are perhaps the rather
more aggressive wasp tribe. I awoke one autumn
morning with a creepy tickling sensation along my right
leg and right arm. When I lifted the duvet my heart just
about stopped. Sharing my bed were about a dozen
wasps and down on the carpet many more. Fortunately,
I was able to slide gently across to the other side of the
bed and exit the room un-stung, a minor miracle I
thought.
I don't know what David Attenborough would have done
but my own response was very much "hands on", taking
no prisoners. I went back wearing my boots and gloves
and a rolled up copy of the RadioTimes. Throughout the
course of the day I returned to my room to deal with the
stragglers that were still dropping down from the attic
into the cupboard beside the dormer window. It was
several nights before I was able to sleep soundly in my
own bed again.
About a week later I was stung by a wasp at Warrender
Baths. The continuing pulsating pain was excruciating
and the palm of my hand was badly swollen for several
hours. Apparently the lifeguards knew about the wasps'
nest in the roof above and decided not to alarm the
bathers unnecessarily. Several dead wasps had been
swept up and binned before the pool opened. I did have
the satisfaction of drowning my attacker and removing it
from the pool. The only other signs of insect life I have
seen in the pool are drowned spiders at the bottom
drifting gently to and fro on the human tide.

Tom Breheny
done – mostly still outstanding. Some residents have
cleared the pavements and gutters outside their
houses. Not everyone is fit enough to do this or has a
neighbour who can help, but it does make the area
look much better.
We all appreciate the trees and hedges in our area but
low overhanging branches and untrimmed hedges do
cause problems for pedestrians – especially when it
rains.
Well done to the owners who have rebuilt treedamaged walls in South Lauder and Fountainhall
Roads. They’ve done a great job.
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TREES/AAH SITE/GRANGE AWARD
attention to trees covered by a TPO, and would most
Trees
likely object to the felling of any healthy tree.
Peter Pitkin on proposals to
remove or cut back trees.
roposals to fell, trim or prune trees in the
conservation area that are notified to the council
are published on the council’s website, allowing the public
to comment. The Association keeps an eye on notified
proposals and will comment where it believes the work
would seriously detract from the character or amenity of
the area.
Over the past year we have only commented in three or
four cases. Most of the work notified has been entirely
reasonable, involving modest cutting back or the removal
of poorly-grown or overcrowded trees. Nevertheless it may
be helpful for residents to know when and why we might be
prompted to comment.
Factors likely to give rise to a comment
Rarity - Is the tree of a rare or unusual kind?
Visual factors - Is the tree a well-grown specimen in a
prominent position? Is it part of a vista or a designed
landscape?
Size/age - Notably old (100+ years) and venerable trees
History - Is the tree historically significant, e.g. marking a
boundary?
Amenity - Is the tree in a publicly accessible place where
it contributes to the pleasant ambience, e.g. for shade or
shelter?
Nature conservation - Does the tree provide a
significant habitat for wildlife – e.g. as a roost for bats, or
a nesting site for woodpeckers?
Tree Preservation Orders (TPO) - We give special

Factors presuming against a comment
As a general rule we would not comment when the work
proposed is modest - trimming or cutting back smaller
branches or moderate ‘crown-lifting’, which can often be
beneficial.
In cases where a tree is dead, dying or seriously diseased,
or where the condition of a tree could lead to injury or
accident, or cause imminent structural damage to a
building, the sooner it is removed the better.
Trees have often been planted too close to boundary
walls, and eventually they may cause a wall to bulge or
crack. Where a wall is in danger of collapsing onto the
pavement or into the road, then it would be unreasonable
to object to the tree being taken down. But the Grange’s
rubble walls generally seem surprisingly resilient and there
are many cases where a bulging wall nevertheless
remains reasonably stable, or where a cracked wall can be
satisfactorily patched.
Self-sown trees are common and are often in unsuitable
places. We are unlikely to comment on proposals to
remove or cut back wild hawthorn, elder, goat willow,
common sallow, or young sycamore and ash trees.
Several kinds of tree have been planted that are unsuited
to an urban environment or prone to disease, so the
Association is unlikely to object, for instance, to the
removal of any smaller Lawson’s cypress or
Cupressocyparis leylandii.
It is important to state, however, that the Association
cannot become involved in disputes between neighbours.
In particular, it cannot object to a proposal to fell or trim a
tree merely because it has been asked to.

Astley Ainslie news

Grange Award 2018

NHS Lothian set up a Forum of representatives of the
local community which had its first meeting at the end of
April. We learnt that NHS Lothian is working with Hub
South East, an organisation that manages major projects
for the public sector. They in turn are in the process of
appointing consultants to manage the public consultation
and sale. The City of Edinburgh Council’s 2002
Development Brief will be used as the starting point to
produce a masterplan that the Council will approve. It will
focus on use, settings, scale and density, but will not
include any details of how individual buildings will look.
NHS Lothian say they are committed to communicate in
a variety of ways to ensure everyone has the opportunity
to provide their input. There will be consultations over
the coming months with a variety of presentations and
drop in events. A number of surveys will be carried out or
updated over the next couple of years including trees,
archaeology, a 3D survey, ecology, building condition
and photographic record. The Urban Design Group of
the Cockburn Association wishes to be involved and is
visiting the site.
Roger Kellett
SEE BACK PAGE FOR DATES FOR GUIDED SITE WALKS

Nominations are sought for the next Grange Award
which will be presented at the AGM in March 2018.
Awards are given bi-annually to reward and
congratulate residents who put effort and care into new
developments and also to encourage us all to take an
interest in buildings and landscaping. They are
awarded for any development that enhances the area
so they can include new buildings, extensions,
refurbishment or landscaping including simple tree
planting.
Nominated projects will be judged by the Grange
Association committee who will select projects that
enhance the Grange Conservation Area.
The next award is open to projects completed since
January 2012 and will consist of a small trophy and a
certificate given to the winning owner and also a copy
certificate given to the designer or architect.
Nominations should be sent to Roger Kellett, 10
Wyvern Park, EH9 2JY, or by email to
planning@grangeassociation.com, to be received by
31st December 2017.

P
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PLANNING UPDATE b y R o g e r K e l l e t t

T

here was an application in principle to build a new house
in the garden of 5B Hope Terrace. There is space for a
house but we asked the planners to ensure that any new
house would leave some green space between houses in
Hope Terrace.
We were concerned that the plans for creating attic
accommodation at 2A Dick Place included raising the flat
centre of the roof but consent was granted. We feel that the
plans to convert nearly half the front garden at 6 Findhorn
Place into hard standing is against the official Character
Appraisal but again the application was granted.
Plans to convert the two driveways at 2 Blackford Road were
refused because of the width of the proposed gate. We felt a
less ambitious entrance would have been acceptable. We
strongly opposed the second application for sheltered
housing next to the railway line just south of the Blackford
Avenue cat clinic. We felt the site was totally unsuitable. We
objected to major plans for 9 Relugas Road on the grounds
that the neighbour would be seriously overlooked. The

application was refused.
8 Tantallon Place was another application for a very large
area of hard standing in the front garden. We were relieved
when it was refused. The lower section of Findhorn Place
consists of a terrace of neatly matching houses. The plans to
add an additional dormer and modify the other at number 98
would have spoilt this symmetry. The application was
withdrawn.
We have written before about the plans to convert a small
garage in Whitehouse Terrace into an annexe to 9 Blackford
Road. We strongly opposed this but it is still awaiting a
decision with no further information available from the
planning officer. The owner of 19 Palmerston Road has a
large house which he wished to extend and convert into
three dwellings. The first proposal would have filled much of
the garden and overshadowed the neighbour. New plans
have now been produced which are much more acceptable.
They are being put before the Development Management
Subcommittee.

APPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING CONSENT, April - August 2017
The following applications were granted:
* 5B Hope Terrace. Planning permission in principle for
new build house in back garden.
22 Grange Crescent. Rear dormer window.
19A Blackford Road. New sliding gate to existing vehicular
entrance. Replace sliding door in the south elevation with
bi-fold door.
24 Blackford Road. Revised design for previously approved
rear single storey extension.
34 Dick Place. Combine two east extensions into one with
sliding patio door.
22m South of 18 Sciennes Road. BT broadband cabinet.
GF3 38 Dick Place. Internal alterations.
31 West Relugas Road. Single storey rear extension.
106 St Alban’s Road. Single storey rear extension.
30 Lauder Road. Divide garage to form habitable room with
wood burning stove.
* 2A Dick Place. Raise flat part of roof and new roof lights.
1F1 20 Mortonhall Road. Garden Room.
* 6 Findhorn Place. Car parking in front garden & new
Aluclad rear windows.
Flat 2 119 Grange Loan. Installation of new windows to
basement at rear.
6 Relugas Place. Single storey rear extension.
2 Grange Crescent. New side door & internal alterations.
The following applications were refused:
* 2 Blackford Road. Change from two separate driveways
to a single 5m wide entrance with sliding gate.
§ * 9 Relugas Road. Rebuild and extend first floor and build
studio in garden.

Refused cont.
20 Mansionhouse Road. Second slightly modified
application for lawfulness of artificial grass.
* 15m South of 38 Blackford Avenue. Permission in
principle for sheltered housing.
The following was given a mixed decision:
*8 Tantallon Place. Timber-clad garden room extension.
Hard standing in front garden. [Hard standing refused.]
The following were withdrawn by the applicant:
* 98 Findhorn Place. New dormer window at front and
enlarge existing dormer. New windows at rear.
2 South Lauder Road. Replacement slimline DG windows.
The following were still pending in August:
§* 9 Blackford Road - Garage 12m East of 1 Whitehouse
Terrace. Convert existing garage into annexe
accommodation for 9 Blackford Road. [Awaiting decision
since July 2016].
171 Whitehouse Loan. Internal alterations.
60 Fountainhall Road. Single storey extension to side and
rear with new entrance door. (Variation).
*5 Whitehouse Terrace. Un-subdivide. New rear
extension.
§* 19 Palmerston Road. Subdivide house into three with
second floor above garage.
54 Grange Loan. Internal alterations.
1F1 27 South Oswald Road. Free-standing summerhouse.
41 Lauder Road. Internal alterations.
St Raphael’s 2–6 South Oswald Road. Replace old
aluminium windows with uPVC.

* Signifies that a comment or objection was lodged by the GA.
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GARDENING/CONTACTS

Gardening matters

O

n possibly the wettest day of the year we set out
on our annual coach trip, to Netherbyres and
Stobshiel gardens. Nevertheless, the quality of the
gardens shone through. The roses at Netherbyres
(photo below) were much admired, particularly the
velvety crimson Munstead Wood and the rich yellow
Golden Celebration.
Now that we have fewer garden bin collections, I
have been asked
about making leaf
mould. This is much
easier than making
compost. It is a
different process
relying on fungi rather
than bacteria.
Deciduous leaves
must be gathered,
preferably when wet,
and stored in plastic
bags or in the open in
a chicken-wire cage
or the like. Unlike
compost, they need no mixing, turning or covering
and temperature is not crucial. Within 18 months to

two years they
will have rotted
down to a
crumbly mix
which is an
excellent
mulch and soil
conditioner. It
does not
contain much
plant nutrient,
but as the
Stobshiel Garden, near Humbie
worms take it
down, it opens up the soil improving drainage and
friability.
The next project in my garden is what to do about an
area of very scabby grass. I could re-sow it or at least
try feeding it up, but I have a vision of a little meadow
to please the bees and me. My plan is to enlarge the
bare patches and plant plugs or seed of wild flowers,
especially yellow rattle which inhibits grass growth and
lets the flowers get established. Then I shall stop
mowing, apart from a path through my meadow. If you
have tried this, I would love to hear from you.
Edythe Murie

To join the Grange Garden Exchange group and
to hear about future activities write to:
gardens@grangeassociation.com
or phone Edythe Murie 07779 763930

USEFUL CONTACTS
MP for Edinburgh South: Ian Murray
Tel: 0131 662 4520
Email: ian.murray.mp@parliament.uk
Office: 31 Minto Street, Edinburgh EH9 2BT
MSP for Edinburgh Southern: Daniel Johnson
Tel: 0131 541 2145
Email: daniel.johnson.msp@parliament.scot
Office: 134 Comiston Road, Edinburgh EH10 5QN
Councillors for Southside/Newington and
Morningside:
Tel: 0131 200 2000
Address: City of Edinburgh Council, City
Chambers, High Street, Edinburgh EH1 1YJ;
Email: first name.surname@edinburgh.gov.uk
Southside/Newington
Morningside
Steve Burgess
Nick Cook
Alison Dickie
Melanie Main
Ian Perry
Neil Ross
Cameron Rose
Mandy Watt
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EVENTS for 2017-18
Dates for your diary
Thursday 05 October: Susan Sheddon, Chair, and
Jane Roy, committee member, of the Edinburgh and SE
Scotland Branch of the Scottish Tourist Guides
Association will give a presentation on the role of Blue
Badge Tourist Guides and the Edinburgh Georgian
Shadows initiative.
Thursday 02 November: John Graham, previous
Grange Association Chair and retired civil servant, will
tell us about his trip to Iran last autumn in an illustrated
talk entitled Istafan: A Feast of Islamic Architecture.
Thursday 07 December: Donald Smith, Director of
Traditional Arts & Culture Scotland, will look at seasonal
stories and customs in Tales for a Winter Season. An
entertaining speaker, Donald’s event will be enhanced
by wine and mince pies.
Thursday 11 January: Richard Brown, on Alexander
Henry revisited. Things have moved on since we heard
in 2012 about his great great grandfather.
Thursday 01 February: TBC
Thursday 01 March: AGM
Meetings will be in Marchmont St. Giles Church.
Coffee, tea and biscuits at 19:00 precede the main
talk at 19:30, except for the AGM which begins at
19:00 preceded by refreshments at 18:30.

Small Ads
Fiona Hastie - Self-employed Mobile/Freelance
Hairdresser - Hairdressing in your own home by
Jenners trained stylist with many years’ experience.
For an appointment to suit, please call mobile
07932 763522; home 0131 447 1968; or email
fionahastie@me.com

Astley Ainslie guided walks
Saturday 30 September and Sunday
08 October, every half hour from
10am to 4pm.
To help the community participate in consultation
events on the future of the Astley Ainslie Hospital site
when the site is sold to developers after current
services transfer to the Royal Edinburgh Hospital in
2019, there will be guided walks round the beautiful
grounds. The walks will last about an hour.
All welcome but it would be helpful if participants
would register their interest by emailing
AAHComReps@gmail.com
Meeting points will be at the Canaan Lane and
Whitehouse Loan entrances, where stewards will be
in attendance.

DOUGLAS DAVIES RSW
“Autumn - Winter - Spring”
Exhibition

“Estuary” 53x73 cms

Saturday 16 - Saturday 30 September 2017
10:30 am - 5:00 pm daily (closed Sundays)
The Dundas Street Gallery,
6a Dundas Street, Edinburgh EH3 6HZ
Tel: 0131 558 9363 or 07903 613 368
www.douglasdaviesgallery.co.uk
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